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Student loans and your mortgage
By RENEE DUVAL 

Mortgage Bankers and Brokers Association of New Hampshire

You may have heard of Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac. These are government-

sponsored enterprises (GSE) that

securitize your basic conventional

mortgages.  

Despite their many similarities, their guidance on how to qualify a borrower with student loans differ

significantly. In addition to conventional GSEs, there are also government loan options such as FHA,

Rural Housing and VA loans, which also offer different stances on how to qualify borrowers with

outstanding student loans. 

The repayment status of a buyer’s student loan and the mortgage program selected will greatly

affect how much the buyer qualifies for. 

Income-based repayment 

If a student loan is being repaid under an income-based repayment plan then Fannie Mae and/or VA

guidelines will use the IBR payment as the monthly payment. Freddie Mac guidelines (just changed

in Jan 2018) now require the lender to use a payment equal to 0.5 percent of the outstanding

balance (or the actual payment; whichever is greater).  

The least favorable underwriting is with FHA and RD loans, which require the lender to use a

payment equal to 1 percent of the outstanding balance as the payment (when the loan is in an

income-based repayment plan). This can make a huge difference on what a buyer can qualify for. 

Deferred student loans 

If a student loan is deferred, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA and RD mortgage loans require the

lender to use a payment equal to 1 percent of the outstanding balance as the payment. Fannie Mae

will allow a calculated payment to be used if it can be documented via the loan terms what the fully

amortizing fixed payment will be once the student loan comes out of deferment. VA mortgage loans

say that if there is written evidence the student loan will be deferred at least 12 months beyond the

date of closing, a monthly payment does not need to be considered.  

If the student loan will come out of deferment in less than a year from closing, then the lender must

calculate a payment by multiplying the balance of the student loan times 5 percent and divide by 12. 

Loans paid by another 
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If a student loan was co-signed by another and it can be documented that the other person has

made all payments in the past 12 months, then FHA says you can exclude the payment when

qualifying the borrower. With Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the person making the payments does

not need to be a co-signer on the loan but it must be documented that the other person has made

all payments (on time) in the past 12 months.  

Student loan forgiveness 

The student loan can be excluded if the loan is currently in deferment or forbearance and the full

balance of the student loan will be forgiven, canceled or discharged or if there is an employment-

contingent repayment program paid at the end of the deferment or forbearance period.  

The borrower must show they current meet the requirements for forgiveness or cancellation or

employment repayment and there are no circumstances that will make the borrower ineligible in the

future. 

Renee Duval (NMLS# 97967) is branch manager at Merrimack Mortgage in Concord. 

This information has been provided by the Mortgage Bankers and Brokers Association of New

Hampshire (MBBA-NH) in conjunction with the Manchester Union Leader. However the ideas

expressed herein are the opinion of the author and may not necessarily represent the Mortgage

Bankers and Brokers Association of New Hampshire or all of its members.  Any questions about the

content should be directed to the MBBA-NH via e-mail at info@mbba-nh.org.  Find a complete list of

Certified Mortgage Professionals at CMPNH.org 


